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deltas further and further out into the sea, until the south-
ward extremity of the one joined the northward limit of
the other, and the arm of land thus formed cut off the
Colair depression from the salt-water. The streams which
flo\v into it now keep its waters fresh, but the silt they
carry is rapidly filling it up, and, in the course of time, it
will inevitably disappear. During the monsoon it exceeds
100 square miles, but, in the dry weather, it shrinks con-
siderably, and sometimes, as in the drought of 1900, the
lake dries up altogether."
The Tungabhadra river (400 miles) is formed by the
union of the Tunga and Bhadra, which rise together in the
western ghats at Gangamula in Mysore, and unite at
Kudali in the Shimoga district of that State. The river
forms the boundary between Mysore and Bombay, Bombay
and Madras, and Madras and Hyderabad, and eventually
joins the Kistna river near Kurnool. In its course it
passes the ruined city of Vijayanagar, amid scenery, of
which enormous rocky boulders are the dominant feature.
Among other affluents, it receives the Hagari or Vedavati,
formed by two rivers called the Veda and Avati, which rise
in the Baba Budan hills in Mysore. In the Chitaldroog
district of Mysore, the Hagari supplies the great Mari
Kanave reservoir, which has an area of 34 square miles.
It finally joins the Tungabhadra at Halekota. On the
Tungabhadra, as on some other rivers, coracles are used for
conveying passengers from place to place. Concerning
this primitive type of boat, Bishop Whitehead writes that
it " corresponds exactly to my idea of the coracle of the
ancient Britons. It consists of a very large, round wicker
basket, about eight or nine feet in diameter, covered over
•with leather, and propelled by paddles. As a rule, it spins
round and round, but the boatmen can keep it fairly
straight, when exhorted to do so. Some straw had been
placed in the bottom of the coracle, and we were allowed

